**ACCOUNT** | BC 88000 001  
**CARRIER TYPE** | FOR HIRE  
**REGISTRANT** |  
**SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION** | 1234 ANY ST ANYWHERE V8T5A3  
**VIN** | TEST1  
**REGISTRATION #** | 00278885  
**YEAR** | 2000  
**MAKE** | GMC  
**FUEL** | DIESEL  
**GROSS WEIGHT** | 056500  
**NET WEIGHT** | 05500  
**COLOUR** | RED  
**EQUIP/UNIT #** |  
**SEAT CAPACITY** |  
**TYPE** | TRUCK-TRACTOR  
**AXLES** |  

**TAXABLE OWNER**  
**TEST VEHICLE**

The vehicle described above has been proportionally registered between the province of British Columbia and the jurisdictions as shown below, at the weight or number of axles indicated:

- AB 62500 AL QUAL AR 80000 AZ 80000 BC 56500 CA 80000
- CO 80000 CT 150000 DC 80999 DE 80000 FL 80000 GA 80000
- IA 150000 ID 80000 IL 80000 IN 80000 KS 80000 KY 80000
- LA 80000 MA 150000 MB 62500 MD 80000 ME 80000 MI 150000
- MN 150000 MO 80000 MS 80000 MT 132000 NB 62500 NC 80000
- ND 80000 NE 94000 NF 62500 NH 80000 NJ 80000 NM 86400
- NS 62500 NV 80000 NY 150000 OH 80000 OK 80000 ON 62500
- OR 105500 PA 80000 PE 62500 QC 8 RI 80000 SC 80000
- SD 150000 SK 62500 TN 80000 TX 80000 UT 80000 VA 80000
- VT 80000 WA 105500 WI 80000 WV 80000 WY 117000 **  

** ***  

This CAB Card is issued pursuant to the International Registration Plan Agreement.

Canadian weights are in kilograms; US weights are in pounds.

CAB cards that are copied, or altered, or list jurisdictions after the row of asterisks, are invalid.

This apportioned CAB Card:
- Must be carried in vehicle at all times
- Must be surrendered if vehicle deleted from fleet
- Is not valid as proof of vehicle ownership
- Is non-transferable.